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While tor some time I bave been aware of
a growing war sentiment throughout the
country I was Dot, as no doubt you were not.
prepared for anything requiring the hurried
debate. and the Immediate Congressional decisions. which the President's message
seemed. to call for.
In these days when the declaring ot wars
is no longer a chlvalresque prelUde to mass
murder. one is forced to a game of guessing
as to when a state of war eXists.
Discerning persons, however, were aware of
a state of war between this country and the
Axis powers long before the formalizing ceremonies. Indeed. lend~lease was as much of a
declaration on our part as Pearl Harbor was
on the part of the Japs. The only distinction was that we put food and ammunition
in the hands of those who would do our
fighting for us While the Japs put bombs
In the ships which they belleved were destined to :fight against them. Pearl Harbor
merely served to activate our part in the war.
the I?art Itse!! had already been determined.
WORLD WAR n LINGERS ON

EXCERPTS FROM A SPEECH
BY

HON. RALPH W. GWINN
Mr. GWINN of New York. In conclusion, I would like to include in the RECORD
an exchange of letters between a constituent, Mr. Leonard E. Read, and
myself:
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D. C., March 22, 1948.
Mr. LEoNAllD E. READ,
Bronxville, N. Y.
DE.u MB. READ: As a valued constltutent

and one who has helped our thinking greatly
1n the past, may I Implore you to give us
the benefit of your thought and information
on the European recovery legislation, the 80called Marshall plan, now pending? Is It a
necessary part of clearing up World War II
and what bearing has It on preventing World
War III?
Sincerely yours,

War n 15 generally thought of as over.
but I don't know of anything but minor
evidence to suggest that it is. True. there
Is a respite In the fireworks part, and the
American posse, in its manhunt, is after a
recent ally who is noW considered a new
enemy of democracy. But-a substantial
part of what is referred to as a war economy
Is stlll With us; our present annual Federal
bUdget Is one-half the amount of the longrange, over-all, $75-blllion cost of War I;
the commander in chief of our Nation has.
in an omcial message to the Congress. identified the new enemy by name. and has. With
the pomp and ceremony of a declaration of
war, called for his armed forces. Lend-lease?
No. This time It Is known as ERP, and,
with It, the draft and UMT.
Although what apparently Is ahead Is
nothing more than a. renewal of War IT it
wlll, officially .peaklng, be known as War m.
We now are in that war, irrevocably, unless
we are willing to do a thing qUite contrary
to the American fighting spirit, namely, say,
"Excuse. please; we don't really mean it!'

RALPH W. G.WINN.

BRONXVILLE, N. Y., March 23, 1948.

Hon. RALPH GWINN,
House 0/ Representatives,
Congress 0/ the United States,
Washington, D. C.
DEAlt MR. GWINN: I am pleased. as one of

your constituents, to respond to your letter at
the twenty-second. This gives some point to
the work of the past several days In which I
have been trying to set forth my personal
views on the present war situation.
Beca.use of the nature of my comments I
think you should know that I do not come
from a Une of pacitlsts. Two sons were flyers
In the recent holocaust: I was with the Air
service. AEF. tn the former one; my grandlather fought In the Civil War: and a great,
great grandfather and a great, great, great
grandfather did their turns In the Revolutionary War.
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If I had stood up to a demented bully and
had "told him off" and had Invited him Into
the aUey and, then, had discovered that the
fracas would destroy both of us and. plus
this, had been Informed that he would suffer
destruction at his own hands anyway. I am
one Who would, while continuing my settlngup exercises, turn to other pursuits aod let
the matter pass.
The general tenor of these remarks to you,
sir, Is to suggest that we not go to war Wit!!
Russia; that we caU the whole thing off;
that we disregard what others with a vested
Interest in our stupidity think of us; and,
finaUy, that we give some attention to our
own needed improvement rather than to a
reformation of the world, a project for which
we have no demonstrated competency
whatsoever.
TOTALITARIANISM IS STILL ALIVE

Did you ever try to squash out, With the
slap of the hand. a pUddle of mercury?
And find that nothing was squashed at all,
but that you had splattered the metal all
over the place? WeU, that Is about what
happened In War II. We tried to promote
freedom by force. In so doing we got rid
of several totalltarlan Items-Hitler and his
gang-but splashed totaUtarlanlsm all over
the globe, a lot of it In the United States of
America 1tseIt. We succeeded only in
changing the label and our concept of totalitarianism from nazism to communism, the
stuff itself being more prevalent than ever.
What Is there In the record to suggest that
we shall do a more Intelllgent job this time?
What, If, Instead of getting rid of commun1sm, we should end up with more of it
than before? Doesn't the evidence warn
us that our gun and bomb techniques of
saving the world for freedom have some
serious imperfections?
Regardless of the correct answer to these
questions, we shall not stop the host1lltles
now underway unless we are aware at the
forces leading us to battle and, thus aware.
are ready and willing in sufficient numbers
to reverse a decision already made.
These forces divide into two parts. Part
one inclUdes numerous despicable items,
judged by moral standards. Some of them
are:
1. A body of opinion Which holds that we
are actually enriched by war. This opinion
stems from the methods used in financing

War II, that Is, by monetizing debt, a process
that puts more dollars In peoples' pockets
whlle real wealth Itself Is being destroyed.
The term "pent-up purchasing power," useci
widely by leaders In business and government allke, lent fuel to this foolish fire whlcll
stlll rages.
2. The love of war and all Its trappings:
the martial spirit; the titles; the medals;
the escape from distressing home ties; the
camaraderie of the herd for some, and the
chance to exercise authority for others; and.
above all, the relief that comes to the weak
in having the Government or the military
take over their cares.
3. The "situation" or the "emergency"
which war creates and the resUlting tendency
to maintain war polltlcians In omce, whlle at
the same time extending the poUtlcal power.
Whlle many minor Items add finally to a
major force, It Is not true that these hatefui
sponsors of conflict combined, are responsible
for the present war fever. But. it is these,
added to the notions of weH-dlsposed persons, that account for What ought to be described as a dangerous hysteria.
\
Therefore, part two, among the motivating forces leading to war, are the two really
pernicious notions held by persons of good
intent, notions more responsible than all the
others together. They are:
1. Russia becomes stronger and a greater
m1l1tary threat to the Western Hemisphere
85 she acquires more territory anel. 8S she en..
slaves more people.
2. That the way to rid the world of communism is to kill the persons who are Com·
munists.
Regarding the first notion, the two belllgerents In War II with the biggest territories and the most people were China and
Russia. In offensive warfare China was a
totaillablllty to the All1es and, witbout arms
and supplies from America, I think the same
might properly be said of Russia. Her most
important role was to serve as another bunch
of grapes Which the stupid fox, Hitler, tried
to grab off and, In so doing, became diverted
from his defensive task. Russia served as
an absorbent, a blotter, as she did agaillBt
Napoleon in the Franco-Russian War.
Offensively, Whether in the air, on the
grou::p.d, or at sea, even With our equipment.
Russia was impotent. The most that can be
s.:.1d Is that she was lible to follow the Ger-
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mans as they hastened homeward to protect
themselves against the British and the Amer..
icans.
Modern wars are not won by the massing of
relatively immobile troops or by the amount
of occupied land. Modern wars are won, 1f
any war can be said to be won, by a mastery
of Industrial production and logistics.
WHAT OF SOVIET INDUSTRY?

Consider Russia's Industrial production.
Not once since the Communists took over,
some 30 years ago, has she had as much as a
button, let alone a typewriter. a truck, or an
airplane, that coUld compete in international
trade. What, 1n any important sense. can
she really make beyond what vodka and
caviar typify?
Logistically? What durerence does It make
how many divisions Russia has? She bas no
efficient ships or planes to move them nor any
adequate transportation system to feed and
supply them. once removed any distance from
home base. Nor has she any industry to produce such equipment.
Can she create an industry? No. TIle socialistic type of human-effort organization is
incapable of any such achievement. There
does not exist any evidence of this in all history. Should Russia desert her planned and
authoritarian economy for a free market
economy, in order to create B great industry,
then, that simply means the desertion of
communism. That means the end of the
police state. That writes finis to statism.
That means she would no longer be a threat
to us or to others simply because free peoples
do not fight. They have no reason to fight
any more than you and I have reasons to
strike each other.
FALSE NOTIONS OF SOVIET POWER

"Oh, but," It Is argued, "look at all the natural resources, and the industry of Europe,
and the people with the know-bow she is
taking over:' Let's dispose of these three
false arguments in their order:
1. Russia, we have reason to suspect, Is
richer in natural resources than nearly any
country on earth. However, Henry Grady
'Weaver, in his excellent book Mainspring,
suggests that nothing is a natural resource
until after man has made it useful to human
beings. Coal was not a natural resource to
Julius Caesar, nor crUde oil to Alexander the
Great, nor aluminum to Ben Franklin, nor
the atom to anyone until 1945. Men may dis783533-24851

cover uses for any substance. Nobody can
know today What may be a natural resource
tomorrow. It is not natural resources but
the uses man makes of them that really
count.
The point Is that Russia, under her system
of the police state, has not been able to make
any significant use of her own resources.
Why, then, should we fear that she can make
use of the resources of other countries?
2. Now, about Industry. How would you
Ilke to undertake the organization, today, or
an industry on the scale of General Motors or
the United States Steel Corporation? Now
end then in history there exists a man With
these qualities whO, when working in a free
market economy with all conditions favor ..
able, can do something of this sort. But,
today, with socialism rampant in our own
country, with the currency debauched, and
with the function of management spread to
labor unions and government bureaus, it is
doubtful If there Is a living person Who could
perform such a feat.
IN STALIN'S SHOES

Now put yourself In Stalin's shoes. What
he gets done has to be done by the fear of
d.eath rather than by the hope of reward.
His monetary and other economic conditions
are incomparably worse than ours, bad as
ours are. He has been a total bust, industrially speaking, from the day he started.
Except in a criminal way, he is not a brilliant
person, as indeed a gangster cannot be.
But granting your own or anybody else's
organizational brilliance, in these shoes, 1s
there one who dares to say that he could
organize all of Europe and a great part or
Asia into anything resembling industrial efficiency? If so, he is a genius not yet known
to his contemporaries or to history.
The police state does not have, nOf is it
possible for it to have, any competency for
this creative function. It can destroy that
which Is In It and near It-that Is alI,
Some may cite the case of Hitler. In that
case he drew on a country of great productive
enterprise, and skilled entrepreneurs, developed in a condition of freedom much
greater than is generally suspected. Hitler
merely drained all the reserves from a
sprightly people and all they had built, and
spent it. Russia, nor any part of Europe
today, has nothing like this to draw on.
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It Is well to remember that Industrial rehabilitation is not possible under socialism.
A15 a matter of tact the industrial status quo
Is even impossible of maintenance, the European recovery program with all of its American billions notwithstanding. See if any
evidence to the contrary can be found, anywhere, anytime. Actually. socialism ought
to be regarded for what it 18 and called what
It Is: self-lIquldatlonlsm.
3. Now about the millions of additional
people that Russia is enslaving. Do you
imagine that these new slaves to Russian
tyranny are going to become cooperators?
Isn·t It more than likely that they wlll become tormentors, even saboteurs? Can't we
E:ee, just from our own day-to-day relationships with people. In the family and In the
offi.c~. particularly when we try to make them
goose-step in accordance with our own designs, that the more neighbors Stalin gobbles
UT) the nearer he is to the crash of his whole
house of cards? He is tieing millstones
around his neck and, being power drunk, believes these to constitute new elements of
strength. or at least would have us believe it.
From the standpoint of an armed threat to
America (:Ir to any part of the Western Hemisphere, Stalin and his automatons are nothing more than a blusterous joke.
TWO B.o\SIC WORRIEs

There are only tWo remaining things
which plague me. One is the atomic bomb
which some of my scientist friends claim
Russians can produce. Maybe she can and
maybe she will use it. Or, maybe she will,
if savage enough, do a much easier thing:
spread some tubes of virus, that is, engage In
bacteriological warfare. Using that process
she could hide 10 planes and the crews to
man tbem and, after we had pummelled all
the Russian people into submission, she could
still exterminate us. Hate, which war\ breeds,
probably would assure this. War, it would
seem, is a fruitless way to combat this sort
of thing.
The other point that bothers me. as well
as most Americans, is the way Russia is "taking over other countries." But she is not
doing this with armies. No massed Russian
forces marched into Czechoslovakia. Only
a set of evil Id.eas marched in which a minority of Czechoslovakians
themselves
adopted and put over. Are we, In addition
to killing the Russians, to search out and
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then JUdge and then kill these minorities?
Who among us, in our executive, legislative,
judiciary. or military departments, has the
effrontery to say he Is quallJled for this
satanic task? I ask again that we reme~ber
our last two efforts to make the world safe
for democracy by the use at force. I ask
that we ask ourselves, How are we doing?
Are we so blln<l that we would kill off more
millions of women and children in the name
of righteousness and on behalf of justice?
I shOUld now like to examine the second
pernicious idea. namely, ridding the world of
communism by killing human beings, that is.
by war.
WHAT IS COMMUNISM?

First, what 15 communism? The answer
should be given In two parts; that Is. communism as It Is commonly thought of, and
communism as it actually is.
Most persons think of communism only
as It manifests Itself polltlcally. They reason that Russians are Communists and
Stalin is the head man. The system is rotten principally because Stalin and his secret
police are ruthless. Those who disagree are
sent to the salt mines, the concentration
camps or are shot. Phooey to such a system. The world ought to be rid of It.
That's easy. Just shoot the Communists.
Few seem to realize that the gangster,
Stalin, is a. logical and ineVitable consequence of the admission of the socialistic
premise. If he weren't the head man someone equally as bad would be. He is where
he is just as fungus is on a muck heap. And
you don't get rid of a muck heap by scrapIng off the fungus. Nor do you rid the
world of communism by brushing oft' the
Stalins. The problem isn't that simple.
The contest that has to be waged is an
Ideological contest. The things that have
to be destroyed are bad ideas, not the persons who are foolish enough to uphold bad
ideas. If killing Russians is our answer to
this problem then a lot of SUicides are in
order here at borne.
Communism 15 an idea, a collectivistic
Idea. It holds that the IndiVidual has no
rights. that the Individual's role Is only that
of serving the group; that Is. the state.
Saint Simon put in words What Karl Marx
later held to be the ultimate Ideal of communism: "From each according to ability,
to each according to need."
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Such an objective denIes, absolutely, the
right to private property; that Is, the right to
the fruits of one's labor. The greater one's
ability, the more one acquires, the more one
Is forced to give up. Obviously. free com..
petitive enterprise would result In no such
apportionment of 8 nation's goods and services as this principle requires. Therefore.
the state ownership of the means of production has to .form the keystone of thIs
aystem.
Now. let's see what happens under this
ideologIcal system:
(a) The Victim; that Is, the person with
ability, Is deprived of what he produces.
This removes his incentive to produce.
(b) The beneficiary; that Is, the one in
need, who receives unearned rewards, is relieved of the necessity to produce, which.
likewise. removes his incentive for production.
(c) Hence, as productIon declines, the Incentives to production having been removed
all along the line, this procedure of coercive
collectivism must InevItably lead to arbitrary and dIctatorIal punishment. With vOluntary production abandoned, and production being an essential requisite to surviva.l,
there is always, and has to be, a way found
to whip up production among the ever·in·
creasing nonproducers and, also, among those
who the authorities think are insufficient
producers. Even the original beneficiaries
soon become the victims of the thing they
helped contrive.
There is another way to explain how socialistic and communistic ideas inevita!)ly
lead to the political horror which, when experienced, cause even the proponents of these
ideas to waU, "But I didn't mean this'"
Suppose, for instance, that you take over
the financial care of a widowed sister. Do
you let her incur whatever bills meet her
fancy, or do you, With the responsibl1lty for
this phase of her lite, exercise an authority
consistent with the responsibility? You
must reserve the right to exercise authority
in this respect or you run the risk of ruin.
It is the same when the state becomes the
caretaker. In whatever area a responsibility
is assumed in that area authority is exer..
cised. The socialistic program calls for the
state to be all-responsible. The essential
concomitant of this is all-authority. Prac..
tically, however, this process seldom happens
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in one fell swoop but, rather, as bere In
Am;rica, It goes on Item by Item. EVentually, the all-authoritarian state emerges, at
the head of which there bas to be, by reason
of the nature of the Job to be done, a Stalin,
a gangster. If you would inquire Into the
phllosophlcal reason for this inevitable consequence I commend the chapter entitled
"Why the Worst Get on Top," In FrIedrIch
Hayek's "Road to Serfdom."
I have several conclusians:
Communism and socialism Bre basically
one Bnd the same thing: the state ownership
and control of the means of prOduction. The
reason that so many think kindly of socialIsm and hatefully of communism Is that the
advocates of state interventionism are often
thought of as Socialists while the biggest
body of practitIoners of interventionism style
themselves Communists. There is, however.
no real dIvision on this point among the Rus..
slens. Whlle calling themselves Communists
they cau their country the U. S. S. R., the
UnIon of SOvIet Socialist Republics.
Communism or social1sm-or the same
thing, state interventionism here at borneIs a phliosophy to be despised and explained
away. It Is not" military threat to be feared
and shot away.
War I, as I have said, Will, when paid for,
have a cost of about $75,000,000,000. War II,
I! It can be predIcted that It will ever be
paId for, w1l1 cost not lesa than $700,000,OOO,OOO!

FinanciallY, Mr. GWINN, I have grave
doubts of our ab1llty to digest what we have
already incurred. A widespread undAstand·
ing of complex economic problems, an un..
derstanding more to be hoped for than serl..
ously expected, will have to maIntain I!, In
the face of the certain yet-to-come shocks
of Wars I and U, we are to regain our voluntary society and the free market economy.
WORLD WAR

m?

War III? It Is unthinkable. Nothing the
Russians are able to do to us, now or In the
future, or to the rest of the world, now or
in the future, could possibly equal the damage War ill is certain to 1nfljct.
Have you seen, or are you as a Member
or Congress able to procure, a copy of What
is officially known as "United States Industrial Mobilization Plan-1947," " document
or the Munitions Board? From what I know
of It there Is revealed an Inkling of the con-
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trois, the regimentation, the political authoritarianism, that War m w1l1 lnatall.
While I belleve these controls will hamper
rather than assist In the prosecution of a
war and. t!lerefore, ought not to be adopted,
I belleve, because of the prevailing state of
mind, that they are inevitable s!lould we
again go to war. AIl a matter of fact we
are even now employing them.
But It Is not merely these controls during war and their assured remnants In the
"peace" that I fear. It Is rather the disorder, the chaos, the destruction of the mar..
ket, the growing disinclination to voluntary
action, the search tor a shepherd and a sheep
dog as an escape from self-reliance, the
total debauchery of the currency, and the
loss ot morals, which War ill will guarantee,
that make me shudder for my country.
Read President Wilson's speech following
• War I. It said In elfect, "Back to your plOWS,
boys, the Government's control over your
alfalrs Is finished." Then, read President
Truman's speech following War n. It said
In elfect, "The emergency Is still With us.
Continued governmental controls are necessary."
Visualize, If you can, who will be speaking
following War nI. I could write his speech
for him right now. It would say In elfect:
"The people have placed their powers of decision. their social energies. in my hands.
Henceforth, we shall all work for and on
behalf of tbe state."
Thus wUI America. as we have known it.
be at Its end. The total state will then be
ours. We shall use some such euphony as
the "cooperative state:' but it wU1 be the
same old stulf-<lOClallsm, or, If you will, communism. For it is out ot the muck of war
that communism grows, as does alga in a
stagnant pool.
Actually, this proposal for War m Is an
attempt to divide the world Into two armed
camps. One of these w1l1 be SUpported by
American labor. American industry, and
American boys in tbe armed services. It 18
an open confession tbat we bave lost the
peace, and that now, In a world which Is
prostrate by reason of our attempt to rescue
it from one dictator, we are picking up wbere
we left olf In 1945 and again bent on saving
the world by the intervention of our arms.
This time, however, our enemy takes a d1t..
ferent and more dUDcult form. He does not
present us With armies to tight or with cities
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to bomb. He Is scattered all over the world,
carrying on his deadly work of disintegrating
civilization under the guise of socialism.
many forms of labor unionism, of ractal and
civil-rights battles, and dlsgulsed in all sorts
of "front" organlzatlona and political movements.
We propose, among other things, to stop
him by assisting his principal allies, the socialist Parties of Europe. We propose to stop
him by mobilizing at home and draining
further wealth from our country.
We are about to fight an enemy that but
few understand, least of all the man trained
with guns. We are about to face an opponent whose ways are so devious and who bas
so many disguIses that not only are most of
us unable to reach him, but we won't know
him when we see him. As a matter of fact,
much of the enemy will be in our own ranks.
For the essence of the enemy. communism, is
a state of the mind.
Nonetheless, In attempting to reach this
Insidious enemy, we will be furthering tbe
aims ot Communist Russia, for we shall be
weakening the people of the United States to
the point where we will be cut down to
Russia's weakness.
I said earlier that Russia could not possibly do anything as harmfUl to us as would
a third world war. War ill will assure tbe
state ownership and control ot the means of
production in America. That is communism.
COM:M:UNlSTS KILL THEMSELVEs

Here's my point: If we become Communists we will kill each other-kill each other
In greater numbers than the Russian Army
can k1l1 us. Does that sound fantastiC?
Well, in th1s Instance, I shall refer only to
the record. You will find that the greater
the development of authoritarianism In any
country the greater Is the self-destruction,
not merely of productive facilities but of persona. And 80 It has been In Russia In the
31 years of the Communist regime. It Is
sate to say that the Russians under communism have killed, starved, and slave-Ia"
bored' to death at least 17,000,000 of each
other. That equals the estlmated number
of soldiers killed· In all warring natlona durIng War I and War n.
The reason is simple. Authoritarian arrangements must have a tyrant as head man.
Tyrants cannot remain at their posts except
88 they rid their popUlations of WOUld-be
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usurpers and supporters of would·be usurpers. Tyrants kill.
There 18 no reason, whatever, to believe
that such an arrangement would work any
differently in America than in Russia. Rus..
sian individuals living in Russia aren't any
different, by nature, than Russian individ..
uals living in America. As persons they are
as goed as persons here. The manner in
which society is ordered is what accounts for
the difference. The issue, really, is between
the coercive society with Its total state and
the voluntary society with Its limited government.
Now, my neighbor and friend, I beseech you
and your colleagues to be on guard against
a sinister influence. It is this. There are
several American radicals proclaiming against
war Wlth.Russia. Men with your noble pur..
poses do not like the Idea of getting In bed
with them. While I do not necessarily attach any trickery to their own utterances, I
totally mistrust the commie slickers Who lay
down the "party Une," which, often, is the
basis for radicaJ utterances in our country.
For example, I am certain that Stalin and.
his henchmen want us to approve the European recovery program. Those clever, designing and sly folk would not speak out
against It If they did not want It to become
a part of our policy. They keep a more accurate account of our political pulse and
temperature than we do ourselves. Thus informed. they know that the best way to get
us to .approve ERP Is for them to appear to
be against It.
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Similarly, In this "situation." Getting u.
Into war 15 the qUickest way to effect the
"world revolu~ion." How better to promote
1t than to have their fronts here speak
against It?
THE PRACTICE OF FREEDOM:

What to do? First, It seems to me, 15
scrupUlously to avoid the taking of any
wrong action; second, is to disbelieve that a.
wrong proposal necessarily calls for an alternative proposal; and, third, a thesis
beyond the scope of this note, is to Invoke
1n all of our affairs, private and governmental, domestic and foreign, the all but
forgotten ideas, principles, and practices of
liberty.
It must be remembered that the real threat
of communism to Americans is not guns and
bombs; It 15 evil and antiliberal Ideas, Ideas
which would destroy every vestige of individual freedom, every precious personal
relationship, every advantage of a voluntary
society. Communism's target is our minds.
It is there where we must construct our defenses. We must know and understand
freedom, so that we may protect it and de..
stroy the Insidious notions which are the
enemy. No atomic bomb has power to compare with the power of ideas. When we
know and practice the Ideas of liberty. guns
and bombs and virus become but the vestiges
of a barbaric past.
I appreciate the privilege you have given
me.
FaithfUlly,
LEONARD

o
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